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River reaches downstream hydropower plants regularly experience severe discharge reductions due to production 
shutdowns. Such rapid dewatering processes result in harmful, even lethal conditions for some biological species. 
Focusing on fish community, several eco-hydraulic features, e.g. wetted area variation, dewatering rate, grain size 
heterogeneity, habitat availability, are recognized to determine the stranding risk. The goal of the present work is 
to explore a model approach based on a two-dimensional unsteady numerical tool for the quantification of two 
crucial hydro-morphological controls on fish stranding risk, namely the dewatering rate and the wetted area 
variation. The approach is tested on the case-study of Lundesokna River (Norway), which is regularly subjected 
to rapid hydropower plant shutdowns, resulting in severe problems of stranding for the altlantic salmon 
community. Results show that the river morphology has a relevant role in finding effective dewatering scenarios 
that offer the best ecological-economical tradeoffs. Moreover the outcomes underline the need of fully unsteady 
modeling when aiming at accurately estimate hydraulic features under hydropeaking conditions.  

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The discharge fluctuations due to hydropower production (hydropeaking) have recognized abiotic and biotic 
impacts on the river environment ([6], [15]). The repetitive and sudden wetting and drying of river bed areas 
irremediably increase the risk of fish stranding and the exposure of fish redds (e.g. [12]). Fishes get stranded if the 
water level decreases too fast to allow them escaping drying areas and several factors are recognized to concur in 
determining fish stranding risk (e.g. [8], [9]). Among the others, two main controls on the fish stranding are the 
dewatering rate (or water depth rate of change) and the variation of the wetted area (e.g. [11] [15]), which both 
arise from the interaction between hydropeaking waves and river morphology. 

The modeling and the quantification of the ecological effects of such hydro-morphological interactions are 
still open topics which foster a lively debate at both scientific and managerial level (e.g. [7], [10], [14]). For 
instance, different river management guidelines separately indicate suitable ranges of wetted area variation and 
dewatering rate in order to stem fish stranding risk (e.g. [1], [5]). The aim of this paper is to propose an approach 



based on an unsteady, two-dimensional numerical model to explore the combination of such two hydro-
morphological features, in order to eventually quantify the potential fish stranding risk. 

The numerical investigation focuses on the case study of Lundesokna River (Norway), where fish community 
(atlantic salmon) is strongly threatened by the hydro-morphological impacts of the hydropower production. In 
particular the study deals only on the investigation of the falling limb of the typical hydropeaking pattern in 
Lundesokna, i.e. in the dewatering phase (or recession phase). We simulate three different alternative dewatering 
scenarios to the working one with an unsteady two-dimensional numerical model [13], as described in Section 2. 
We then evaluate the variation of wetted area and the dewatering rates in order to identify the best dewatering 
scenario for the considered hydro-morphological configurations (Sections 3 and 4). 
 

2 METHODS 

2.1 Study site 
Lundesokna River is located in central Norway (Sor Trondelag) and is a tributary of the Gaula River, the biggest 
river in central Norway. The study reach is about 2 km long, starting immediately downstream the water restitution 
of the Sokna hydropower plant (Figure 1) and ending about 1 km before the confluence with the main Gaula River. 
The total width ranges between 15 m and 25 m, with a mean longitudinal slope of 0.002 m∕m. The reach is a single 
thread channel with a relatively uniform bed topography in the straight trunks, while varying configurations of 
side bars are present in correspondence of the bends.  

The reach is subjected to rapid flow fluctuations that typically pass from 20 m3∕s to 0.45 m3∕s in less than 20 
minutes due to hydropower production stops, which can last from few hours to several days [4]. Figure 1 shows 
the study reach downstream the Sokna outlet, where four detailed study-sites are shown [2]. 

2.2 Model setup 
The river topography is described using 63492 triangular cells. The mean cell area is 0.81 m2, ranging between a 
maximum of 1.55 m2 and a minimum of 0.20 m2. The cell elevations have been linearly interpolated from different 
set of available topographic measures, merging high-resolution scans in correspondence of Sites 1 to 4 with 40 
different cross-sections having a resolution of about 1 m and 50 m in transversal and longitudinal direction, 
respectively (see [2] for details).  

For the unsteady numerical simulations the flow discharge is imposed at the upstream boundary, while 
uniform flow is imposed at the downstream boundary of the numerical domain. Hydraulic simulations have been 
conducted with the unsteady two-dimensional (x-y) shallow water numerical model described in [13].  

 
2.3 Roughness calibration 
The calibration of the numerical model has been carried out with reference to a collection of water surface 
elevations measured at four different discharge stages (Q = 0.45 m3∕s, 10.58 m3∕s, 16.44 m3∕s and 20.63 m3∕s). The 
lowest and highest values of flow discharge closely represent the full-production and zero-production stages 
imposed by the Sokna hydropower plant outlet. The roughness is calibrated for all the available discharges, i.e. a 
unique roughness value for varying flow discharge is sought. The calibration is performed evaluating the error 
between simulated and measured water level for all the available measures. We explore about 20 different 

Figure 1 Map of the lowermost 2 km of Lundesokna River with location of 
four detailed study-sites from [2]. 



configurations for the roughness closure using both Strickler and Chezy formula. Comparing the residual sum of 
squares (RSS) for each configuration, the minimum RSS is obtained using Strickler closure with coefficient Ks = 
25 m1∕3s-1. The selected roughness configuration returns, among all the four discharge stages, a mean absolute error 
of 0.12 m and a standard deviation of 0.088 m. The calibrated roughness configuration is given also by means of 
linear regression analysis, as depicted in Figure 2. Linear regression returns a slope of s = 0.985, the 95% interval 
of confidence of 0.970-0.999 and a coefficient of determination R2 of 0.995. 

 
2.4 Dewatering scenarios 
A set of different dewatering scenarios have been designed in order to quantify the variation of the stranding risk 
areas. The different dewatering sequences are sketched adopting the actual release options of the Sokna 
hydropower plant. The Sokna hydropower plant has an optimal intake capacity of 20 m3∕s while the minimum 
production flow is 8 m3∕s: under this value the hydropower system might experience poor efficiency and cavitation 
problems [3]. Moreover, Sokna plant can bypass (with production loss) up to 3.5 m3∕s; eventually a minimum base 
flow of 0.5 m3∕s is released during no production periods. Currently the typical dewatering scenario is characterized 
by a sudden discharge decrease from 20 m3∕s to 0.5 m3∕s in about 15 minutes. Such configuration represents the 
Scenario 0 (S0 in Figure 3), that we want to compare with other possible dewatering procedures.  

We investigate three possible alternatives (S1-S3) to the current scenario S0, as shown in Figure 3. Similarly 
to the current scenario S0, the duration of all the falling limbs in simulated scenarios is fixed to 15 minutes. 
Moreover, for these scenarios the steady limbs (constant flow discharge) last 30 minutes.  

In Scenario S1 the power plant decreases the production until the minimum (8 m3∕s), and subsequently stops 
the production after 30 minutes. In scenario S2 the discharge firstly falls from the production stage (20 m3∕s) to the 
maximum bypass stage (3.5 m3∕s) in 15 minutes, then it is reduced down to the base flow (0.5 m3∕s) in 60 minutes. 
Finally, in Scenario S3 we simulate a partial reduction of the production at 11.5 m3∕s, then the production is stopped 
and discharge falls to the base flow stage.  

The numerical simulations return the values of flow depth and velocity for each computational cell. The 
variation of wetted area is then evaluated as 

Figure 3 Dewatering scenarios for stranding risk modeling in Lundesokna River. 

Figure 2 Roughness calibration: simulated against measured surface water levels; 
continuous line represents the linear regression. Coefficient of determination R2=0.995. 



Δ𝐴𝐴𝑤𝑤 = 𝐴𝐴𝑤𝑤0 −𝐴𝐴𝑤𝑤𝑇𝑇

𝐴𝐴𝑤𝑤0
∙ 100  [%],               (1) 

where 𝐴𝐴𝑤𝑤0  is the extension of wetted area at the beginning of dewatering phase, hence corresponding to full 
production discharge, while 𝐴𝐴𝑤𝑤𝑇𝑇  represents the wetted area evaluated at time T during the dewatering event. On the 
other hand the dewatering rate is discretely calculated as Δ𝐷𝐷/Δ𝑡𝑡, where D and t represent the water depth and the 
time, respectively. The dewatering rate is evaluated with a time span of 5 minutes and then expressed in (cm∕h) for 
an easily comparison with available literature (e.g. [5]). 
 

3 RESULTS 

The total variation of the wetted area in time for all the simulated scenarios (S0-S3) is shown in Figure 4a. It is 
worth noting the variation of wetted area is about 52% when passing from full production to base flow discharge. 
Figure 4b shows the median values of dewatering rate in time for all the scenarios.  

The current scenario S0 has the greatest value of dewatering rate, about 160 cm∕h (Figure 4b), occurring during 
the rapid discharge falling limb. In scenario S1 and S3 the first peak reduces and secondary peaks arise according 
to the discharge falling limbs of Figure 3. Moreover, scenarios S2 shows a slightly reduction of the dewatering 
rate peak with a subsequent increase of the curve in the right tail-end.  

 
3.1 Local variation of wetted area 
The maximum potential stranding area is that dried when passing from high to low flow. In the investigated reach 
our simulations return a wetted area of 44548 m2 under full production conditions against 21577 m2 under base 
flow conditions, hence with a total variation of wetted area of 52%. Figure 5 locates the wetted areas for the base 
flow stage (light grey) and the dried areas obtained passing from full production to base flow (grey). Black areas 
represent bankside cells, always dry during simulations. The asymmetric distribution of the dried areas (grey) 
between left and right riversides is evident within and nearby channel bends, underlining the presence of side bars.  
 
3.2 Local maximum dewatering rate 
The maximum dewatering rate is evaluated with a time span of 5 minutes and evaluated in the area dried during 
the dewatering process, i.e. the grey areas of Figure 5. The obtained values are reclassified into 5 intervals (grey 
scale in Figure 5), following the suggestions by [5] and [10]. In particular, maximum dewatering rates ranging 
between 0-10, 10-30 and 30-60 cm∕h are classified as slow, gentle and moderate processes, respectively. Higher 
dewatering rates, 60-120 and greater than 120 cm∕h are classified as rapid and very rapid events, respectively.  

Figure 4 Reach-scale statistics: wetted area variation (a) and dewatering rate median value (b) during 
dewatering phase for each simulated scenario. 



The investigated reach experiences almost only very rapid dewatering processes under the current scenario 
S0. Figure 6 shows a detail of the simulation results for Site 3. Comparing the different scenarios of Figure 6, it 
appears that scenario S1 slightly reduces the dewatering rates in some portions of the site (dark grey areas). 
Scenario S2, characterized by an initial abrupt discharge decrease (as in S0) but with a slow final tail-end (see 
Figure 3), does not reduces at all the maximum dewatering rates (black areas). Eventually, a timid reduction is 

Figure 6 Variation of wetted area: in light grey the wetted area at base flow, in grey the area dried passing from 
production stage (20 m3∕s) to base flow (0.5 m3∕s). 

Figure 5 Maximum dewatering rates for all the simulated scenarios; particular of Site 3. 



provided by Scenario S3. Moreover little areas with moderate dewatering magnitudes appear in external part of 
dried corridor, although relevant dewatering rate reductions cannot be observed within the investigated scenarios.  

The quantification of stranding risk accounting for the maximum dewatering rates in the dried areas is given 
in Figure 7, which reports the percentage of dried areas classified with the different dewatering rate intervals. For 
all cases, areas showing a slow (0-10 cm/h) or gentle (10-30 cm/h) dewatering magnitude are almost irrelevant: 
overall they account for only about 1.5% of the total area indeed. Moderate dewatering (30-60 cm/h) occurs with 
percentages ranging between 2.4% (S0) and 4.5% (S3). All the scenarios are strongly characterized by rapid and 
very rapid dewatering processes. It is worth underlining that the Scenario S0 actually represents the worst one in 
terms of dewatering rate, having about 84% of area experiencing very rapid dewatering. Scenario S1, despite a 
relevant difference in discharge pattern (Figure 3), results in having similar class distribution, with about 40% and 
55% of area in very rapid (>120 cm/h) and rapid (60-120 cm/h) class, respectively. The difference of tail-end 
duration which characterized scenario S2 (Figure 3), appears to have negligible benefits comparing to Scenario 
S0. In such cases the very rapid area (>120 cm/h) slightly reduces to about 79% indeed. The greatest benefits in 
terms of dewatering rates are obtained with the scenario S3, where 6% of area shows maximum dewatering rates 
below 60 cm∕h and the very rapid conditions occur in 34% of the dried area. 
 

4 DISCUSSION 

The outcomes of the numerical simulations confirm the gravity of hydropeaking pressure in the studied reach. 
Large portion of areas (52%) are potentially subjected to fish stranding. Moreover, the current typical dewatering 
scenario (S0 in Figure 3) is characterized by having about 95% of exposed areas with maximum dewatering rate 
greater than 60 cm∕h, which means high stranding risk conditions (e.g. [5]). All the designed alternative dewatering 
scenarios (S1, S2 and S3 in Figure 3) appear to differently improve the reference condition. Particularly, Scenario 
3 provides the greatest reduction rate (Figure 7), however the harmful conditions still persist for all the investigated 
scenarios.  

Comparing Figures 4 and 7 it is possible to identify the role of reach morphology during the dewatering 
dynamics. The stranding risk critically depends on the concurrent presence of high dewatering rate and drying 
morphology. Hence the highest risk of stranding is expected during the high dewatering rate periods (i.e. peaks in 
Figure 4b) with concurrent high wetted area variation (i.e. vertical variation in Figure 4a). For example, scenario 
S0 experiences the dewatering peak within the time interval t~0.2-0.5 h (Figure 4b), when the total wetted area 
variation is about 18% (Figure 4a). On the other hand, the main dewatering peak of scenario S3 occurs around t~1-
1.2 h, with a relative wetted area variation of about 8%. Such differences arise because the greatest amount of 
drying area occurs in the first stages of dewatering process (i.e. percent variation in Figure 4a), when side bars and 
other morphological features start to be exposed. On the other hand, last part of dewatering transients show little 
variations of wetted area, i.e. little drying of the lower portion of morphological structures (where lower refers to 
local bed elevation), being the water way already confined in the deepest central part of the cross-section. If 
dewatering greatest peaks occur concurrently to the greatest wetted area variations (S0 in Figure 4), the stranding 
risk is maximized. Scenario S2 has been designed having a gentle tail-end of the dewatering curve, however such 

Figure 7 Percentages of maximum dewatering rate of water column for the 
entire domain and for all the simulated scenarios. 



alternative brings almost no benefits (see Figure 7) with respect to scenario S0, inasmuch as it does not modify the 
initial dewatering dynamics. Indeed the key successful element of scenario S3 is that it reduces the first dewatering 
rate peak by delaying the second highest peak (Figure 4b), hence partially offsetting dewatering from dry area 
variation. Eventually such configuration results in producing the greatest benefits, as shown in Figure 7. 

It is important to remark that such considerations are merely based on the quantification of the wetted area 
variation and dewatering rate as proxy indicators for the fish stranding risk. Each designed alternative scenario 
entails variations in Sokna dam operations, with additional released water and economical losses due to the 
decrease of electricity production. Within such perspective Scenario S3 is expected to be more economically 
feasible than others as it requires indeed a partial reduction of electricity production and no additional bypassed 
water release.  

The typical hydropeaking event occurring in Lundesokna River results in very rapid variations of water depth 
and flow velocity. Such severe variations raise a crucial issue about the unsteadiness of the investigated 
phenomenon and hence on the choice of the modeling approach. The present dewatering scenario entails a 
discharge falling limb which lasts about 15 min: such input negative hydraulic wave propagates downstream and 
reaches the downstream boundary (about 2 km downstream) with a delay of about 30 min. This means that the 
reach experiences rapid transitory hydraulic configurations that therefore cannot be correctly described if a steady 
modeling approach is adopted. The unsteadiness of the modeled events is reflected also in the spatial distribution 
of the dewatering rate. In particular, maximum dewatering rates constantly decrease moving downstream due to 
the damping of the transitory negative hydraulic wave.  
 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we present a modeling approach based on an unsteady two-dimensional numerical tool to 
investigate the fish stranding risk in Ludesokna River. Among the tested scenarios we identify which one provides 
the greatest benefits in terms of eco-hydraulic response. Without claiming for definitive solutions, the outcomes 
discussed in Section 4 might provide a useful background for analysis of critical impacts of hydropeaking in 
Lundesokna River. 

Moreover, the study remark the advantages of adopting a two-dimensional unsteady approach, which allow a 
more accurate description of wetted area variation and dewatering rate: for the former by exploiting the details on 
river bed morphological structures, while for the latter coherently evaluating the water depth rate of change during 
the rapid and temporary recession phase. Eventually, the study provides an operative approach that can be 
exploited to put a step forward in fish stranding modeling when accounting for river the interaction between rapid 
flow fluctuations and river morphology. 
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